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There are contrasting results concerning the effect of reactive school closure on SARS-CoV-2

transmission. To shed light on this controversy, we developed a data-driven computational

model of SARS-CoV-2 transmission. We found that by reactively closing classes based on

syndromic surveillance, SARS-CoV-2 infections are reduced by no more than 17.3% (95%CI:

8.0–26.8%), due to the low probability of timely identification of infections in the young

population. We thus investigated an alternative triggering mechanism based on repeated

screening of students using antigen tests. Depending on the contribution of schools to

transmission, this strategy can greatly reduce COVID-19 burden even when school con-

tribution to transmission and immunity in the population is low. Moving forward, the adoption

of antigen-based screenings in schools could be instrumental to limit COVID-19 burden while

vaccines continue to be rolled out.
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The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic
caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) has dramatically changed the life of nearly

every human on the planet. In Europe, Italy was the first country
to experience the pandemic and it has been considered a natural
experiment for large scale non-pharmaceuticals interventions.
The first locally transmitted COVID-19 case in Italy was identified
on February 21, 2020; since then, the country went through two
distinct major epidemic waves. During the first wave, a national
lockdown was put in place on March 11, 20201. After the lifting of
the lockdown on May 18, 20202, the number of COVID-19 cases
remained relatively low throughout the rest of the spring and
summer of 2020. However, after school reopening and further
relaxation of control measures, a second major epidemic wave
started in mid-September 2020. At that point, case isolation, con-
tact tracing, and other social distancing measures (e.g., limited size
of gatherings, closure of theaters and cinemas3) were still in place
along with a newly established reactive class closure protocol based
on active surveillance of students4. To counter the rapid rise of
cases, a set of nationwide restrictions were imposed by the Italian
government on October 14, 20205. New restrictions included an
extended mandatory use of face masks, reduction of opening hours
or full closure of commercial/recreational venues, and partial or full
suspension of in-person education. Control measures gradually
increased in the following 3 weeks6–8. Since November 6, 2020,
more restrictive measures were applied on a regional basis to fur-
ther mitigate COVID-19 burden of the second wave9, fueled in
early 2021 by the more transmissible Alpha variant10.

Italy is not an isolated example. A similar upsurge of COVID-19
cases right after school reopening in September–October 2020 was
observed in several other European countries such as Finland,
Ireland, Latvia, Belgium, and Slovakia11,12. Moreover, whether
associated with school transmission or not, a decrease in the average
age of cases was observed, with a larger fraction of cases in the
school-age population13,14. A similar issue has been experienced in
the US in early March 2021 as schools resumed in-person learning
amidst rising incidence of the Alpha variant (e.g., Michigan15).
While the virus is still circulating in 2021 in the form of a more
transmissible variant (Delta)16–18, understanding whether and how
in-person education can be maintained is paramount.

The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we developed a com-
putational model of SARS-CoV-2 transmission to estimate the
contribution of the reactive school closure strategies implemented
in Italy when historical lineages were circulating in the fall of
2020 to mitigate the second major COVID-19 wave and under-
stand the reason of their limited effect. Second, we tested an
alternative policy based on rapid antigen-based screening of
students. We found that this strategy may have a considerably
larger mitigation effect on SARS-CoV-2 spread, which may be
crucial while COVID-19 vaccines continue to be rolled out
throughout 2021 and beyond.

Results
Modeling SARS-CoV-2 transmission. Based on detailed
sociodemographic data, we developed a synthetic population of
agents representative of the Italian population, whereby each
agent in the model corresponds to an individual of the actual
population19. The transmission of SARS-CoV-2 is modeled
through the simulation of contacts between agents of the syn-
thetic population in three social settings: (i) household members,
(ii) schoolmates and classmates, and (iii) other individuals in the
community (which includes both contacts between work collea-
gues in the workplaces and random encounters in the commu-
nity). Details are reported in “Methods” and Supplementary
Methods. The model allows the explicit simulation of the testing,

isolation, and quarantine strategies along with the reactive class-
closure strategy, as implemented in Italy in the fall of 2020 when
historical SARS-CoV-2 lineages were in circulation. Specifically,
by drawing inspiration from the Italian case, we modeled the
following interventions: (i) active syndromic surveillance: a
symptomatic (non-student) individual has a probability (45% in
the baseline analysis) of being tested through PCR; if positive (i.e.,
based on a draw from a Bernoulli distribution reflecting the
sensitivity of PCR test), the individual is isolated at home for
14 days. Sick isolated individuals can transmit the infection to
their household members only; and the members of households
are quarantined at home for 14 days as well (95% probability to
account for possible sub-optimal adherence); (ii) enhanced syn-
dromic surveillance in schools: a symptomatic student isolates in
the same way as scenario (i), but with a higher probability of
being tested through PCR (95% in the baseline analysis); (iii) if a
student is confirmed positive through a PCR test (either by the
school symptomatic surveillance system or as a household
member of an identified case), the student’s class is closed for
14 days while teaching activities are maintained in the other
classes of the same school (see Supplementary Methods for details
and model parameters).

The model leverages data on COVID-19 natural history and
SARS-CoV-2 transmission patterns observed in Italy. In particular,
we calibrate the model to have a reproduction number (i.e., the
mean number of secondary infections caused by a primary infector)
of 1.1 when all schools were closed during the summer of 202020

and a household secondary attack rate of 51.5%21. Then, after
schools reopened in mid-September 2020, the reproduction number
R increased to 1.3–1.9, depending on the Italian region; for instance,
over the period October 2–8, 2020 R was estimated to be ~1.3 in
Sicily, ~1.5 in Lazio, ~1.7 in Veneto (also close to the national
average), and ~1.9 in Lombardy20. This is similar to the increase
estimated for the UK (namely an absolute increase of 0.2–0.722). To
simulate a situation close to that of September/October 2020 in
Italy, we initialized the simulation with 5% of the population being
immune to SARS-CoV-223. As direct quantitative estimates of the
contribution of school (or school-related) activities to the increase
in the overall transmissibility are unavailable, we consider three
scenarios. In the first scenario (F100), we kept the transmission
rates in the household and community as estimated for the summer
period and set the transmission in the school to obtain the target
value of the reproduction number, which corresponds to attributing
100% of the observed increase of the reproduction number in
September/October 2020 to school transmission. Overall, the
total number of infections linked to school transmission in this
scenario is 14.4–35.4% (while 41.2–51.4% are linked to household
transmission and 23.4–34.2% to community; Supplementary Fig. 2).
The second, more conservative, scenario assumes that 50% of
the infections attributed to school transmission in F100 are in
fact derived from school and the remainder 50% are due to
increased transmission in the community, as other activities
involving a predominantly young population had resumed3. In
this scenario, the total infections linked to school is estimated to be
7.3–18.3% (Supplementary Fig. 2). Finally, the third scenario (F25)
assumes that 25% of the transmission increase was linked to school
transmission with the rest occurring in the community (4.0–8.7%
of total infections are linked to school; Supplementary Fig. 2).
Details about the model calibration are reported in “Methods”
and Supplementary Methods; model parameters are reported
in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. All other nonpharmaceutical
interventions adopted in Italy to limit transmission in the
community or within schools are implicit as concerted strategies
that result in the different values of R (1.3, 1.5, 1.7, and 1.9)—overall
transmissibility—and scenarios (F25, F50, and F100)—school
relative contribution to transmissibility—explored in this study.
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Impact of the adopted reactive class-closure policy. By forward
simulating 1 year of epidemic, we estimate the infection attack rate
(which includes all SARS-CoV-2 infections, independently of
whether an individual develops symptoms or not) to decrease by
less than 18% as compared to a counterfactual scenario with no
surveillance in schools, regardless of the school transmission
contribution scenario and reproduction number (Fig. 1A). Slightly
lower reductions are estimated for the number of COVID-19-
related deaths (Fig. 1B); other metrics related to the burden of
COVID-19 are reported in Supplementary Methods (Supple-
mentary Fig. 3). Despite this relatively small mitigation effect, the
simulated reactive class-closure policy still entails a cost in terms of
missed education: the range of estimates for the mean number of
missed school days per student per year is between 6.3 days (95%
CI: 5.7–6.9; CI indicates quantile interval in the whole manuscript)
and 13.5 days (95% CI: 13.2–13.7) for F25, and between 7.0 days
(95% CI: 6.2–7.7) and 12.9 days (95% CI: 12.6–13.2) for F100
(Fig. 1C). This would be comparable to a full school closure for
~7% of a school year (i.e., 200 school days). Importantly, this
mitigation effect of the strategy is robust to the number of seeds
used to initialize the epidemic (Supplementary Fig. 5).

The implemented reactive class-closure strategy is based on the
premise of being able to timely identify cases either through
symptomatic surveillance of students or through contact tracing.
In the baseline scenario, we assumed that the probability of being
tested is 95% for symptomatic students, and 45% for symptomatic
non-student individuals, and the time intervals from symptom
onset to sample collection and from sample collection to
laboratory diagnosis are both 2 days (Supplementary Methods).
To test the timeliness of this strategy, we looked at the number of
SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals in an entire school rather than
limiting to a class at the time when an infected student is
identified, and reactive class closure is triggered. Compared with
an average school size of 623.8 students and class size of
23.4 students24, we estimated that the mean proportion of
infectious students in each open class at the time when a class of
the same school is reactively closed ranges from 1.0% (95% CI:
0.0–8.0%) to 7.7% (95% CI: 0.0–28.6%), for F50 and R= 1.3 and
1.9, respectively. This finding is very consistent across different
school transmission contribution scenarios (Fig. 2A–C).

To explore whether and to what extent the adopted strategy
could be improved or if its limited mitigation benefit is linked to
its design, we analyzed alternative scenarios based on an
improved testing capacity (in terms of probability of testing
symptomatic students or symptomatic non-student individuals

and shorter time intervals from symptom onset to sample
collection or laboratory diagnosis). The obtained results are
consistent with those obtained for the baseline strategy (Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Fig. 4), suggesting a structural weakness in the
strategy design. These results are also confirmed when we assume
a shorter mean incubation period, homogeneous susceptibility to
infection by age, and when symptomatic individuals are assumed
to be twice or four times more infectious than asymptomatic
individuals (Supplementary Figs. 6–8). Moreover, the obtained
results are also consistent in scenarios where: (1) the fraction of
the initially immune population (either due to natural infection
or vaccination) is increased to 20%, closer to the situation in Italy
in early 202125, and (2) an age-dependent initial immunity is
considered (Supplementary Figs. 9 and 10).

Impact of a reactive school-closure policy. The findings pre-
sented thus far suggest that, by the time that classes are reactively
closed, outbreaks are already silently taking place in other classes of
the same school due to the low probability of young individuals
developing symptoms21, thereby dramatically decreasing the miti-
gation effect of this strategy. This calls for the design and imple-
mentation of alternative strategies while vaccines are being rolled out.

Here we tested whether closing the entire school (as compared
to the current policy entailing class-based closures) when a SARS-
CoV-2 infected student is identified represents a better option.
Our simulation results show that the mitigation effect of this
alternative strategy is much larger than that of the 2020 policy,
but at the cost of having schools closed for nearly the entire
duration of the epidemic (Supplementary Fig. 11). This remains
true when up to 20% of the population is initially immune
(Supplementary Fig. 12). Moreover, this strategy fails to timely
identify positive students thereby not addressing the main
weakness of the baseline class-closure strategy.

Impact of an antigen-based screening strategy. The results
presented so far call for the design of a reactive class/school-
closure policy that goes beyond syndromic surveillance of stu-
dents. To address this, we consider the potential introduction of
screenings of the student population based on antigen tests. This
type of testing has the advantages of allowing a quick turnaround
time (minutes to hours) and lower costs relative to PCR tests26. It
is worth noting that, in Italy, antigen rapid tests have been used
alongside PCR tests to identify SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals
since October 30, 202027.

Fig. 1 Impact of the reactive class-closure policy based on syndromic surveillance. A Relative burden of the cumulative number of infections after 1 year
as a function of the reproduction number and for different scenarios about school transmission contribution. The bar corresponds to the mean value, while
the vertical line represents 95% quantile intervals; colors refer to the three scenarios F25, F50, F100. Parameters are as the baseline values reported in
Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. Note that R is estimated in the absence of the class-closure strategy. The relative burden is defined as the estimated number
of infections after 1 year since the introduction of the first infected individual with the class-closure strategy implemented, relative to the estimated number
without the implementation of the class-closure strategy. For each scenario, 500 stochastic simulations were performed. B As in (A), but for the number of
deaths. C Number of missed school days per student due to the reactive class-closure strategy. The boxplot indicates quantile 0.025, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
and 0.975.
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Fig. 2 Infectious students at the time of class closure. A Proportion of infectious students in all the open classes of the school (i.e., excluding the class
triggering the class closure) for different values of R at the time when a class closure is triggered. Parameters are as the baseline values reported in
Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. Note that R is estimated in the absence of the class-closure strategy. For each scenario, 500 stochastic simulations were
performed. The boxplot indicates quantile 0.025, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.975. B Distribution of the proportion of infectious students in all the open classes of
the school (i.e., excluding the class triggering the class closure) for R= 1.3. C As in (B), but for R= 1.9.

Fig. 3 Sensitivity of the class-closure strategy relying on syndromic surveillance to changes in parameters regulating its implementation. A Relative
burden of the cumulative number of infections after 1 year as a function of the reproduction number and for different values of the probability to test
a symptomatic student at school. The bar corresponds to the mean value, while the vertical line represents 95% quantile intervals. Parameters are as
the baseline values reported in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. Note that R is estimated in the absence of the class-closure strategy and the scenario
considered is F50. The relative burden is defined as the estimated number of infections after 1 year since the introduction of the first infected individual
with the class-closure strategy implemented, relative to the estimated number without the implementation of the class-closure strategy. For each scenario,
500 stochastic simulations were performed. B As in (A), but for the probability to test a symptomatic (non-student) individual in the community. C As in
(A), but for the time from symptom onset to sample collection. D As in (A), but for the time from sample collection to laboratory diagnosis.
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We define an alternative strategy based on repeated screening
of students (regardless of symptoms) with rapid antigen testing,
while the symptomatic surveillance of the general population
remains in place unaltered. We conducted a meta-analysis of the
literature to obtain estimates of the sensitivity and specificity of
antigen tests, which are 69% (95% CI: 41–97%) and 99% (95% CI:
97–100%), respectively (see Supplementary Methods for details).
We tested three different screening schedules: antigen-based tests
provided to all students every 3, 7, or 14 days. If a student is
found to be SARS-CoV-2 positive either through symptomatic
surveillance or antigen screening, the class of such a student is
closed for 14 days while the other classes in the school remain
open (see Supplementary Methods for details).

We estimate that the strategy based on a weekly antigen
screening of students can reduce COVID-19 infection attack rate
between 65 and 83% for scenario F100 and R up to 1.9 (Fig. 4A).
Other metrics of COVID-19 burden are reported in Supplemen-
tary Fig. 13. For scenarios F50 and F25, the impact of this strategy
greatly depends on R, with reductions ranging from 20% to 70%
(Fig. 4A). The number of missed school days per student greatly
depends on R as well (Fig. 4B). The minimum number of missed
school days per student is estimated for R= 1.3 and F100 with
23.6 (95%CI: 18.1–29.3) days, while the largest value is estimated
for R= 1.7 and F50 with 60.3 (95%CI: 56.3–64.6) days. It is worth
noting that there are several forces at play that determines the
number of missed days. While larger values of R result in a larger
number of infections (and thus the larger the number of triggered
class closures), it also leads to quicker epidemics spreads, thus
reducing the time for class closures to be triggered.

The observed greater mitigation effect of the antigen-based
screening strategy as compared to the syndromic-based screening
strategy is due to the much better capacity to identify infectious
students in a timely manner. For Scenario F50 and a once-a-week
testing schedule, the mean proportion of infectious students in
the open classes at the time when a class of the same school is
reactively closed never exceeds 0.2% (95%CI: 0.0–4.3%) students
for R ≤ 1.5, and 1.1% (95%CI: 0.0–10.0%) students for R= 1.9
(Fig. 4C). Moreover, almost no infectious students can be
detected in other open classes when one class of the same school
is closed (Supplementary Fig. 14). These results are also
confirmed when we assume that the sensitivity of the antigen
test depends on the time since infection and test administration
(Supplementary Fig. 15).

By decreasing the testing frequency to once every 2 weeks, we
estimate a decrease in the effectiveness of the strategy (Fig. 4D and
Supplementary Fig. 16), while the number of missed school days
per student never exceeds 43.6 days (Fig. 4E). This is likely due to
the generation time being lower than 7 days28–30, suggesting that
the testing frequency should be comparable to or shorter than
the generation time. We performed sensitivity analyses where we
consider a lower coverage of the policy. We assumed 50%, 75%, or
90% of students being tested (rather than 100% considered in the
baseline analysis). In this case, the strategy assuming 50%
screening probability led to 38.2–80.4% higher burden, depending
on the value of R, as compared to that assuming 100% screening
probability (Fig. 4F). In Supplementary Methods, we report the
results of sensitivity analyses on the daily number of identified
positive individuals necessary to trigger the antigen screening in
schools (Supplementary Fig. 17) and on alternative levels of pre-
existing immunity (Supplementary Fig. 18).

Discussion
Previous studies have investigated the impact of proactive school-
closure strategies in reducing SARS-CoV-2 transmission31–40. We
provide a quantitative assessment of reactive class closures

implemented in Italy in the fall of 2020, in combination with
contact tracing and other social distancing measures, to provide a
potential explanation of why the adopted strategy was not suc-
cessful in preventing a second nationwide COVID-19 wave. We
propose and evaluate the effectiveness of an alternative strategy
that could be applied while vaccines are rolled out. Our modeling
results suggest that using syndromic surveillance to trigger case
isolation, contact tracing, and the reactive closure of classes with a
confirmed COVID-19 infection has a limited impact in mitigating
COVID-19 burden (reduction of ~10% as compared to no school
interventions). In fact, Italy had to rely on a set of restrictions at
the regional level and closure of all schools for specific ages as a
response to the spread of the second COVID-19 wave caused by
historical lineages in the fall of 20209.

Our results show that the reactive class-closure strategy
implemented in the fall of 2020 has a limited potential in
mitigating COVID-19 burden. This result is consistent when
considering a wide set of sensitivity analyses on COVID-19 epi-
demiological characteristics (e.g., incubation period, age-specific
susceptibility to infection, infectiousness of asymptomatic indi-
viduals relative to symptomatic ones, age-dependent hetero-
geneity in population immunity, incubation), parameters
regulating the implementation of the strategy (probability of
testing symptomatic students and symptomatic non-student
individuals, time intervals from symptom onset to sample col-
lection or laboratory diagnosis), and model parameterization
(daily imported infections to initialize the epidemic). Nonetheless,
it is possible that the relative infectiousness of asymptomatic
individuals could play an important role in the school trans-
mission since children are more likely to be asymptomatic21.
However, our sensitivity analysis that considers asymptomatic
individuals being two or four times less likely to transmit the
virus41, shows a similar mitigation impact of the analyzed class-
closure strategies.

Our results show that the deployment of antigen tests to
perform a routine screening of the student population has the
potential to successfully mitigate SARS-CoV-2 spread not only in
schools, but in the community at large. This hypothesized policy
is estimated to greatly reduce COVID-19 burden R up to 1.3–1.5,
depending on the scenario. Multiple reasons contribute to the
(estimated) success of this strategy. First, this strategy allows the
identification of asymptomatic infections in students—a large
fraction of infections in this segment of the population21.
Second, the identification of asymptomatic students prevents
them from transmitting both in the school environment and in
the community. Third, the identification of infected students
triggers prompt quarantining of their household member,
potentially preventing new chains of infections outside the
school setting. Finally, the rapid turnaround of antigen-based
tests compared to PCR allow for a timely withdrawal of infected
individuals from the transmission process. Our study supports
the importance of student screening and testing for limiting
silent transmission in schools and thus reduce the overall
infection attack rate. As reported in other studies42, the rapid
identification of silent infections among children is a key tool for
mitigating SARS-CoV-2 spread.

We note that, in our study, we do not address questions
regarding the logistics, feasibility, and acceptability of this strat-
egy. Indeed, an adequate stockpile of antigen-based tests is nee-
ded as well as the appropriate logistics surrounding capacity to
collect samples from students (e.g., while at school), and com-
pliance to the policy. Moreover, it remains to be determined
whether this strategy is cost-effective, accounting for direct and
indirect costs associated with the illness, PCR and antigen-based
testing, loss of productivity, and education. Sporadic attempts
have been conducted in specific Italian locations43 and in several
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US universities44,45. Moreover, in Slovakia a population-wide
rapid antigenic screening strategy proved to be feasible and highly
effective46. Compared to the reactive class-closure strategy based
on syndromic surveillance, antigen-based screening is more
effective but entails greater costs in terms of missed school days.
Moreover, more frequent screening results in higher number of
missed school days. The main contribution to this trend comes
from the fixed duration of quarantine (14 days) of all students of
a closed class, including those who tested negative. Also, students
identified as positive during the screening had to remain in iso-
lation for 14 days, regardless of whether they are still infectious or
not. Repeated PCR testing of isolated and quarantined students
would allow them to get back to school once they are confirmed

as SARS-CoV-2 negative, decreasing unnecessary prolonged
isolations and quarantines47. In this case, a strategy based on
frequent screening may allow to both curtailing transmission
and its associated burden in terms of missed school days. The
number of missed school days could be further curtailed by
requiring PCR confirmation of antigen positive samples as trigger
for class closures.

We cannot rule out the possibility that, together with schools
reopening and an increase in work and community activities48,
climatic factors may have contributed to the increase of
SARS-CoV-2 transmission observed in the fall of 202049.
Regardless, the relative contribution of school transmission to the
observed trend remains elusive. As such, in our modeling work,

Fig. 4 Impact of reactive class-closure policy relying on antigen screening. A Relative burden of the cumulative number of infections after 1 year as a
function of the reproduction number and for different scenarios about school transmission contribution. The line corresponds to the mean value, while the
vertical line represents the 95% quantile intervals; colors refer to the three scenarios F25, F50, and F100. The fraction of immune population at the
beginning of epidemic is set at 10%, the probability of testing a student at school with the antigen test is 100%, the frequency of the antigen testing is
weekly; other parameters are as the baseline values reported in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. Note that R is estimated in the absence of the class-closure
strategy. The relative burden is defined as the estimated number of infections after 1 year since the introduction of the first infected individual with
the class-closure strategy implemented, relative to the estimated number without the implementation of the class-closure strategy. For each scenario,
500 stochastic simulations were performed. B Number of missed school days per student due to the reactive class-closure strategy. The bar corresponds
to the mean value, while the vertical line represents 95% quantile intervals. C Proportion of infectious students in all the open classes of the school (i.e.,
excluding the class triggering the class closure) for different values of R at the time when a class closure is triggered. The boxplot indicates quantile 0.025,
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.975. D As in (A), but for scenario F50 and by varying the frequency of testing (every 3, 7, or 14 days). E As in (B), but for scenario
F50 and varying frequency of testing (every 3, 7 or 14 days). F As in (A), but for scenario F50 and by varying the probability of antigen testing (50%, 75%,
90%, and 100%). The bar corresponds to the mean value, while the vertical line represents 95% quantile intervals.
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we have considered three alternative scenarios on this key para-
meter. Although the main message of the study remains
unchanged, the scenarios highlight noteworthy quantitative dif-
ferences in the mitigation effect of the proposed policies, calling
for further research on this subject.

We consider only random mixing in the school and within
each class, where the relative weight of these two components is
derived from a pre-pandemic contact-survey study50. However,
we acknowledge that the school structure and organization (e.g.,
phased school entries, limited group size in public areas of the
school) has been deeply changed due to the COVID-19 pan-
demic. Unfortunately, as of October 2021, we are not aware of
any study on the within-school and within-class contact network
of students in the COVID-19 era in Italy. Moreover, the mixing
patterns in the community have remarkably changed as well.
For example, mass gatherings (e.g., attending sport events,
disco, cinema) were either banned for most of the duration of
the pandemic or the capacity has been reduced, restrictions were
imposed about the maximum number of people sitting at the
same table in restaurants or allowed to enter commercial
buildings at the same time, etc. As such, we kept the model as
simple as possible, assuming homogenous mixing both in
the school and community, although this represents a “first-
order” approximation of the much more complex network of
interconnections (e.g., between students attending different
schools)51. Nevertheless, the model has the flexibility to incor-
porate a more realistic representation of mixing patterns during
the pandemic should new data become available for the focus
location. Mixing patterns as well as social, behavioral, and cul-
tural characteristics of the population (e.g., number of persons
per room in the house, which household member serves as a
primary caregiver inside the household) have the potential to
shape the household secondary attack rate. As such, we relied on
an estimate available for Italy (about 50%21) rather than esti-
mates derived from contact tracing studies conducted in other
countries52.

We built a synthetic population of about 0.5 million individuals
(roughly the size of the sixth largest Italian city), rather than
simulating the whole Italian population. The main reason that
prevents us from performing a country-scale analysis is the spatial
connectivity of the Italian population during that phase of the
pandemic. In the fall of 2020, several restrictions to the mobility
between regions and between provinces were implemented with
different levels of intensity over different time windows; more-
over, the behavior of the population in terms of travel patterns
was farm from pre-pandemic level. Overall, we believe that we do
not have enough data to provide a robust representation of the
Italian mobility to develop a detailed national-scale Italian model.
The second factor that advises us against using a country-level
model is the computational time needed to run all the analyses.
Thus, we built a synthetic population well representative of a
large Italian city.

The developed model is based on a synthetic population of
social interactions of (a subsample of) the Italian population53

and on Italy-specific data on COVID-19 epidemiology (infection
fatality ratio54, population immunity23, hospitalization rates55,
etc.). Nevertheless, the introduced modeling framework is flex-
ible, able to be tailored to other countries to provide insights on
the design of COVID-19 control strategies. We do not explicitly
model every single measure adopted in Italy to limit transmission
in the community (e.g., ban of mass gatherings, closure of cine-
mas, use of masks) or within school (e.g., desk distancing, man-
datory use of masks). These measures are implicit as concerted
strategies that result in the different values of R (1.3, 1.5, 1.7,
and 1.9)—overall transmissibility—and scenarios (F25, F50, and
F100)—school relative contribution to transmissibility—explored

in this study. However, our model could be extended to explicitly
simulate additional single interventions (such as workplace clo-
sure, partial lockdowns, curfews) that can be adopted in con-
junction with the proposed strategy, as well as to simulate the
parallel rollout of COVID-19 vaccines and changing of its major
target groups. Moreover, our model is flexible to be extended to
the screening in other contexts (e.g., workplaces) to provide
insights on alternative mitigation/containment strategies outside
of school context.

Moving forward, should logistic challenges be overcome, and
antigen screening of students gain traction among the public, it
could speed up the “return to normal”, while vaccines continue to
be rolled out with booster doses and potentially vaccines tailored
to emerging variants. The adoption of this policy could be a
game-changing approach, especially as the emergence of new
SARS-CoV-2 variants has illustrated the necessity to prepare for
the prolonged co-existence with the virus circulation. While the
cross-protection from vaccination and natural immunity will
hopefully bring the effective reproduction number closer to one
(e.g., close to influenza levels), it will be key to identify supple-
mentary measures to guarantee safe in-person education in the
long run.

Methods
Synthetic population. We built a synthetic population of about 0.5 million indi-
viduals matching the sociodemographic structure of the Italian population. Every
individual of the synthetic population has an associated age, belongs to a certain
household, and attends a certain school (and a certain class within the school) if it
is a student. School attendance, school sizes, class sizes, and ratio of teacher-to-
student are derived from actual data. Details on the construction of the synthetic
population are reported in Fumanelli et al.53. The synthetic population enables us
to characterize four different social settings where contacts can occur: home,
school, class within school, and the community (which includes any other contact).
A schematic representation is shown in Fig. 5A. Given the lack of data about the
relative risk of a workplace contact with respect to a community contact, we did
not distinguish them in the model and thus a specific layer for workplace contact
only was not included. Homogeneous mixing is assumed among individuals in
each instance (i.e., a specific household, school, and class) of each social setting.
Details are reported in Supplementary Methods.

Model of SARS-CoV-2 transmission and COVID-19 burden. We developed an
individual-based mechanistic model of SARS-CoV-2 transmission for different
social settings to estimate the impact of reactive class-closure policies in mitigating
COVID-19 burden. Briefly, SARS-CoV-2 transmission is simulated according to an
SLIR (susceptible, latent, infectious, removed) scheme, where infectious individuals
are further divided into pre-symptomatic, symptomatic, and asymptomatic indi-
viduals (Fig. 5B). If a susceptible individual i is connected with an infectious (either
symptomatic, pre-symptomatic, or asymptomatic) individual j, the susceptible
individual can acquire the infection with a setting-specific probability. The settings
considered in the model are household, class, school, and community (which
accounts for any contact not occurring in the aforementioned settings). The model
also accounts for age-specific susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 infection (as estimated
in a meta-analysis by Viner et al.52). The incubation period follows a Gamma
distribution with a mean of 6.3 days and a standard deviation of 4.3 (shape= 2.08,
rate= 0.33)30. We considered transmission to start 2 days before symptom
onset30,56. The duration of the infectious period was chosen such that distribution
of the serial interval in the simulations match the distribution estimated for Italy
(mean 6.6 days)57,58. The probability that an infected individual develops
respiratory symptoms and/or fever follows the age-specific ratios estimated for the
Italian population21. Specifically, it is defined as symptomatic if they had upper or
lower respiratory tract symptoms or fever of 37.5 °C or higher, and respiratory
symptoms included dry cough, dyspnea, tachypnea, difficulty breathing, shortness
of breath, sore throat, and chest pain or pressure21. Details about the model and its
calibration are reported in Supplementary Methods. A schematic representation of
the transmission model is shown in Fig. 5.

To estimate COVID-19 burden, we leveraged the estimation of the infection
hospitalization ratio, infection critical disease ratio, and infection fatality ratio
obtained for Italy21,54,55 (Supplementary Table 2). We applied them to the number
of daily new infected individuals provided by the transmission model. Symptomatic
individuals are instead calculated as described above.

Simulated interventions. The model explicitly simulates case isolation (in the
place of residence), quarantine of household contacts (in the place of residence),
and a reactive class-closure policy based on that implemented in Italy in the
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2020–2021 school year. Case isolation and contacts quarantine are triggered by
symptomatic individuals. Symptomatic students are tested with a 95% probability.
Testing of symptomatic students was mandatory, but we considered that 5% of
student population may not comply. For the non-student population, symptomatic
testing was not mandatory in Italy (except for specific workplaces such as health
care and nursing home workers). As such, we considered that a symptomatic non-
student individual has 45% probability of being tested. This parameter is set so that
the case ascertainment ratio for any symptomatic individual in the overall popu-
lation results to be 31%, matching the value reported in Marziano et al.23. The
sensitivity of the RT-PCR test depends on the delay between the date of infection
and test according to the estimates provided in Kucirka et al.59. After sample
collection and before the test result is obtained (2 days on average60), symptomatic
individuals are precautionary quarantined in their place of residence and, if
infectious, they can transmit to their household contacts only. Regardless of
whether the positive individual is a student or not, they are isolated at home for
14 days starting with the date of laboratory confirmation. The household members
of a positive individual are tested with RT-PCR and are quarantined at home for
2 weeks starting from the date of laboratory confirmation. Although mandatory, we
considered a 95% compliance rate.

Regarding reactive class closures, in the main analysis resembling the policy
applied in Italy, they are triggered by the identification of a positive symptomatic
student. If that is the case, teaching activities for the class of the positive student are
suspended for 14 days, while the other classes of the school remain open. We also
considered an alternative (hypothetical) scenario where the same class-closure
policy is triggered by the identification of a positive student through rapid antigen
test screening. In this scenario, we consider that a fraction of students ranging from
50 to 100% is tested either every 3, 7, or 14 days.

Model calibration and initialization. We calibrated the model based on the epi-
demiological evidence on COVID-19 in Italy from the summer of 2020 until the
fall of the same year. In particular, over the summer of 2020, schools were closed
for the regular summer break and the net reproduction number (R) was estimated
to fluctuate around 1.120. In addition, a study based on Italian contact tracing data
has estimated a household secondary attack rate of 51.5%21. As such, we simulated
epidemics assuming no transmission in school and estimated the transmission rate
in household and in the community (representing all contacts other than those in
the household and at school) to obtain the reproduction number and household
secondary attack rate reported above. All other model parameters (e.g., probability
of developing symptoms by age, length of the incubation period) were taken from
the literature (see Supplementary Table 1). Note that in this first step of the model
calibration procedure we have two free (independent) parameters to estimate and
two (independent) epidemiological indicators to match. Simulations are initialized
considering that 5% of the population was already infected during the first wave23

and the daily number of newly infectious individuals imported from outside the
study area are sampled from a Poisson distribution of mean 1.34, based on the
estimates reported by the national surveillance system (i.e., 0.027 imported cases
per day per 10,000 individuals)60.

In mid-September 2020, after school reopened after the summer break, the
reproduction number sharply increased to 1.3–1.9 in the different Italian regions20.
We do not have a direct quantitative estimate of the contribution of school (or
school-related) activities to this increase in the overall transmissibility. As such, we
considered three scenarios assuming a different contribution of schools (namely,
F100, F50, and F25). This second step of the calibration procedure consisted in

determining the transmission rate in school to obtain different transmission
scenarios. First, we defined a scenario where the entire increase of R is ascribed to
school transmission (scenario F100). In this case, we calibrated the transmission
rate in school to reproduce four different values of the reproduction number (1.3,
1.5, 1.7, and 1.9), while keeping the transmission rates in household and
community to the values derived in the first step. For each value of R, we thus have
one configuration of parameters leading to the desired estimate. Note that the
relative transmissibility within a class and at school corresponds to the ratio
between contacts with classmates and contacts with schoolmates (excluding
classmates) estimated in a pre-pandemic contact survey50. To calibrate scenarios
F50 and F25, we adopted the following procedure. First, we recorded the number of
infections generated in schools for scenario F100 and each value of R; let us define
this number of infections as f. In scenarios F50 and F25, we considered that only a
certain fraction of the transmission increase observed in Italy after the reopening of
schools was linked to school transmission. In particular, in scenario F50, we
consider that 50% of f was related to school transmission (and 25% of f in scenario
F25). As such, while we kept fixed the household transmission rate, we searched for
the transmission in the community and in school to match the desired value of R
and the number of infections linked to school transmission. Overall, also in this
step there is a single configuration of the two model parameters (school
transmission rate and community transmission rate) that matches the two
conditions (reproduction number and fraction of infections at school as compared
to scenario F100).

Data analysis. For each scenario, 500 stochastic simulations were performed. The
number of model simulations used in the analysis was empirically determined to
guarantee the stability of the results. We defined 95% credible intervals as quantiles
0.025 and 0.975 of the estimated distributions. Model simulations were performed
in C and model output was analyzed in Python (version 3.9.7).

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The data needed to reproduce this study is available on Zenodo61.

Code availability
The code used in this study is available on Zenodo61.
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